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Andrew Rimby <andrew.rimby@stonybrook.edu>

Request for Comment Regarding an Upcoming Mental Health Episode 

Andrew Rimby <andrew.rimby@stonybrook.edu> Mon, Jun 7, 2021 at 9:00 AM
To: Nicole Sampson <nicole.sampson@stonybrook.edu>, Eric Wertheimer <eric.wertheimer@stonybrook.edu>
Cc: Adam Katz <adamskatz@gmail.com>

Dear Deans Sampson and Wertheimer: 

We wanted to start by thanking you both for the encouragement you have given to our podcast. We have seen our work
grow from being a little pet project we started to stave off unproductivity during the pandemic to what it is now: a growing
forum for grad students, professors, artists, and everyone else, to connect and strengthen each other. 

Our podcast, our writing group, and now our website, have always been about peeling away the hype surrounding grad
school to find the reality underneath. Unfortunately, time after time, we have found that that reality involves professors
having all of the power in their relationships with grad students, and taking advantage. The short of it is: we wanted to
inform you both that we are releasing a podcast concerning Michael Kimmel’s sexual harassment of his students. 

The main theme of the discussion is what a great deal of weight a professor, and especially a senior professor, can carry
—particularly in their ability to engage grants, write letters of recommendation, and introduce younger scholars to the
connections that will secure them their scholarly and financial futures. We thought this might be an opportunity to open a
dialogue with the administration concerning what you are doing to rectify this phenomenon in general, and, in particular,
the problem in which it leads to professorial impunity. 

We would welcome a written statement, and in addition, if you wish to recommend to us any press releases or interviews
in which these questions have already been addressed, that would be most helpful. 

Best, 

Adam Katz 
and 
Andrew Rimby 
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